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Abstract. Purpose: The first objective of this research is to represent an event with
5W1H characteristics (who, what, where, when, why, and how) through ontologies.
The second objective is to propose an approach for enriching an event knowledge
graph (EKG) based on this ontology using EvCBR, an outperforming case-based
reasoning algorithm found in the literature. Furthermore, we have studied the im-
pact of each W (Who, Where, and When) on the performance of EvCBR on the
Wikipedia Causal Event dataset. Methodology: We proposed the XPEventCore on-
tology to represent 5W1H characteristics of events by integrating multiple event
ontologies (SEM and FARO) and introduced new object properties for represent-
ing Cause and Method to answer “Why” and “How” questions. We adopted this
XPEventCore ontology for a specific use case (the MR4AP Wikipedia dataset), and
populated the EKG. Furthermore, we adapted EvCBR, a case-based reasoning ap-
proach, to enrich this EKG. Findings: XPEventCore ontology provides a structured
and adaptable foundation for capturing the essential facets of an event. It can be
adapted to any domain (like MR4AP Wikipedia dataset) and populated to generate
EKGs. Then, we applied EvCBR, and subsequent analysis revealed that reasoning
had a significant impact. Notably, EvCBR outperformed with reasoning approaches
on the dataset. Originality: XPEventCore ontology is the first ontology that repre-
sents an event with 5W1H characteristics.

Keywords. Event ontology, Knowledge graph enrichment, Case-based reasoning,
Event knowledge graph, 5W1H

1. Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KG) are an important component of information systems that re-
quire structured knowledge, both domain-specific and domain-independent. They have

1Corresponding Author: Rajesh Piryani, IRIT, UPS(UT3), Toulouse, France, E-mail:rajesh.piryani@irit.fr.
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greatly enhanced the ability to equip intelligent systems with comprehensive knowledge,
potentially transforming the way we access and utilize information. Within the realm of
knowledge representation, event-centric knowledge such as Event KGs (EKGs) are piv-
otal in communicating dynamic and procedural knowledge [1]. Such knowledge repre-
sentation has paved the way for numerous downstream applications, ranging from search
and question-answering to recommendation systems, financial quantitative investments,
and text generation [2,3,4,5,6,7].

In the state of the art, an event is described as anything that happens at a particu-
lar time and location [8] such as meetings, cultural shows, phone calls and purchases,
but also business buyouts, changes of management, and health crises. Knowledge of
these events is essential for humans to make decisions that will have an impact on fu-
ture events. Many innovative applications can benefit or even emerge from a technology
capable of extracting events from various sources, representing them, aggregating them,
and exploiting them to predict future events. We can for example cite: anticipating de-
mand for sanitary products, the supervision of cultural, advertising or festive events; but
also the study of competitions or commercial markets. In all these applications, events
are represented with more and more detailed features. Features may characterize the ac-
tors involved (Who organizes or takes part in the event), the nature of the event (What
happens), its location (Where), the time when it takes place and its duration (When), but
also the reason for its happening (Why) or the way it happened (How) [25]. An event is
considered fully comprehended when all 5W1H components (Who, what, where, when,
why, and how) have been accounted for. This type of event is commonly referred to as
an explainable event [9]. In our work, we define an event as the specific occurrence of
something (an action or series of actions) that happens at a certain time, a certain place,
due to certain reasons, involving one or more participants (such as objects or humans)
and which can frequently be described as a change of state.

In recent years, several ontologies have been published to represent events, mak-
ing their semantics more explicit and allowing to automatically reason and deduce ad-
ditional information [10]. Among them are the Event Ontology [11], the Linked Open
Description of Events (LODE) [12], the F-model [13], and the Simple Event Model
(SEM) [14]. Examples of upper ontologies representing events are BFO [15], UFO [16],
DOLCE [17], YAMATO [18], SUMO [19] and examples of domain-specific ontologies
are CIDOC-CRM [20], ABC [21]. However, through comprehensive analysis of the ex-
isting literature [22], there is currently no ontology available that adequately represents
an explainable event incorporating the 5W1H characteristics. Examples of explainable
event are news events. There is a need for an ontology to represent such events from
news articles with 5W1H characteristics in order to answer to the journalistic questions,
namely: who did what, when, where, why, and how.

In this paper, we propose the XPEventCore ontology to represent 5W1H character-
istics events by integrating event ontologies such as SEM [14] and FARO [23]. We intro-
duce new object properties for representing Cause and Method to answer the questions
“Why” and “How” respectively. Furthermore, we adopt this event ontology to repre-
sent the MR4AP Wikipedia dataset (a company dataset), which contains events with 5W
characteristics and other discourse relations between events, such as before or purpose.

Populating these ontologies to build KGs is prone to errors and incompleteness in
the initial stages due to human errors, algorithmic flaws, or missing information in the
data source for automated construction [10]. The process of KG refinement involves
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adding missing information, correcting errors, and simplifying the graph by eliminating
redundancies. While some literature uses KG completion or KG identification to refer to
KG refinement, these only address the addition of missing information or the identifica-
tion of redundancies or errors [10]. In contrast, KG refinement encompasses all updates
to the KG, including filling in missing information, detecting and correcting errors, and
eliminating redundancies [10]. In this paper, we use EvCBR [24], an outperforming case-
based reasoning approach, to predict properties of unseen effect events. For example, in
Figure 1, there are two events E1 and E2 connected through has cause relation; EvCBR
aims to predict the properties of unseen event E2, that are a1 and a2. EvCBR involves
retrieving similar past cases and determining the path from EKG to predict causal prop-
erties.We propose to adapt EvCBR to make predictions about new properties of events
connected through other relations such as purpose and temporal relation be f ore.

Figure 1. Example of predicting properties for event E2

The contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:

• We propose the XPEventCore2 ontology that incorporates various ontologies such
as SEM and FARO to represent the 5W1H attributes (who, what, when, where,
why, and how). We introduce novel object properties for Cause and Method to
address the ”Why” and ”How” aspects, respectively.

• We use EvCBR, a case-based reasoning approach, for improving the refinement
of EKGs. Our contribution is to focus on its faculty to propose purpose and tem-
poral relations, taking into account the generalization nature of EvCBR and the
knowledge represented in the ontology about event characteristics.

• We study the impact of considering 5W1H attributes for events on the refinement
of two different EKGs, chosen for their different characteristics. One is used by a
company [44] and one has been extracted from wikidata [24].

2. State of the art

2.1. Event Ontologies

Chen and Li [25] categorized events into four groups based on 5W1H: Explainable
events (events with 5W1H non-empty values), completely formed events (events with
What, Who, Where, When, and How values), well-formed events (events with What,
When, Where, and Who values) and loosely formed events (events with less than four
non-empty values in 5W1H representation). Further, Hamborg et al. [26] discussed that

2We will release our code publicly at https://github.com/rpiryani/xpEventCore

https://github.com/rpiryani/xpEventCore
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“why” answers the reason or cause of the event, and “how” answers the method by which
an action was performed. Hamborg et al. [26] research work focused on extractions of
event characteristics from News articles. Other research work [27] focused on social me-
dia event detection and defined events as an occurrence of interest in the real world that
initiates a dialogue on the event-related topic among diverse social media users. Another
common definition is a series of actions accomplished between more than one agent (re-
ferring to people or machines) [28]. Like Allan et al.[8], Dou et al.[29] described social
media events as a change in the size of textual data that concerns the associated topic at
a specific time and location. Wang et al. [30] designed a verb-based approach to extract
news event information using 5W1H.

In recent years, several ontologies were proposed and published to represent events
using semantic web technologies, such as Event Ontology [11], LODE[12], F-model
[13], SEM [14]. Examples of upper ontologies representing events are BFO [15], UFO
[16], DOLCE [17], YAMATO [18], SUMO [19] and examples of domain-specific ontolo-
gies are CIDOC-CRM [20], ABC [21]. Considering the 5W1H features, the focus of the
ontologies listed in Table 1 differs. The majority of them represent well-formed events
with 4Ws (What, When, Where, and Who) except CIDOC-CRM, F-model, and FARO.
Chen and Li [25] call explainable events long-term events with a richer representation
which are explained thanks to the 5WH properties, making explicit latent relationships
(e.g., evolution and causality). We consider these 6 dimensions as the basis for compe-
tency questions that an event ontology should satisfy [22]. None of the ontologies in our
review represents such type of events [22]. In this paper, we propose XPEventCore, a
novel ontology to represent four categories of events with 5W1H characteristics.

Table 1. Event Ontologies representing components of 5W1H. For more details about how these dimensions
are represented in each ontology, see Table 3 of [22]

Name of
Ontology

What
(change
and ac-
tion)

Where
(possible
place)

When (spe-
cific time)

Who (Par-
ticipants)

Why
(causes)

How
(method)

CIDOC-
CRM [20]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Event ontol-
ogy [11]

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

DUL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

LODE [12] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

F-model[13] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

SEM [14] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

ABC[31] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

FARO [23] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

2.2. KG Enrichment

Although ontologies and rules are utilized during the initial stages of construction,
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are still susceptible to errors and incompleteness [10]. Even
after construction, refinement is necessary to complete missing information and correct
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inaccuracies. Some literature considers KG refinement to be synonymous with KG com-
pletion [32] or KG identification [33]. KG completion is the identification or prediction
and addition of missing information, such as link prediction (LP), relation prediction,
and attribute completion, while excluding error correction or redundancy removal [10].

Recent surveys [34,35] have extensively detailed a significant number of embedding-
based methods developed for LP in KG. However, these methods often exhibit perfor-
mance trade-offs depending on the dataset and the effectiveness of the model hyperpa-
rameters tuning [36]. Although GNN-based models have shown great performance, there
is an ongoing debate about the semantics captured in such models, and the evaluation
process for LP models is being continually reevaluated [24]. Moreover, most embedding-
based models currently operate in the closed-world setting. Only a few recent works
have considered inductive link prediction by using additional knowledge sources such
as text or hyper-relational facts [24]. Recently, Shirai et al. [24] have introduced a case-
based reasoning model EvCBR to predict properties about new consequent events based
on similar cause-effect events present in the KG. It utilizes statistical measures to find
similar events and employs path-based predictions. It requires no training steps. EvCBR
has better performances in comparison to three embedding-based models (TansE, Com-
plEx and RotatE), one GNN model (NoGE), and rule-based LP models (ProbCBR and
AnyBURL) that adopt analogous scoring and sampling techniques as EvCBR.

In this paper, we adapted the EvCBR algorithm to predict the properties of the
events connected through causal, temporal, and purpose relations. We consider two dif-
ferent EKGs to evaluate the impact of 5W1H attributes. Both of them are relatively small
(86,693 triples for one and 758,857 for the other one). Existing embedding models and
other models require a large amount of training data, whereas EvCBR does not require
much training and focuses on the EKG.

3. Methodology

We first present XPEventCore, the Event Ontology representing 5W1H characteristics,
which we then specialise for a specific use case and populate from a given dataset to get
an EKG. Next, we explain how we predict properties of unseen events connected through
causal, temporal, and purpose relations by adapting the EvCBR approach to this EKG.

3.1. Event Ontology

XPEventCore provides a structured and adaptable foundation for capturing the essential
facets of an event. By leveraging XPEventCore, events can be represented consistently
across contexts and interconnect diverse datasets. Its flexibility allows to customize its
structure, extending or refining it to accommodate particular scenarios’ unique charac-
teristics and requirements.

3.1.1. Core part of ontology

From comprehensive literature analysis [22], it appears that currently, no ontology ad-
equately represents an explainable event incorporating the 5W1H characteristics. SEM
is a widely reused ontology, as evidenced by its application in numerous research works
[37,38,39,40,41,42,43] where it has been extended to represent events that fulfill their
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Figure 2. XPEventCore Ontology. Regular arrows are rdfs:subClassOf properties between the classes, and
dash lines with arrows represent rdfs:domain and rdfs:range restrictions on properties.

requirements. Nevertheless, the SEM model only represents four of the 5W1H character-
istics and does not allow linking different events or providing relations between classes
of the same type. Whereas FARO does not represent “When” explicitly, it allows tem-
poral relations, which means FARO has an implicit answer to “When” question. FARO
neither explicitly defines classes or properties for “Where” and “Who”. LODE ontology
aims for minimal modeling of events. CIDOC-CRM has many classes and properties,
but only a subset defines the event. It does not represent the “How” element of 5W1H.

To overcome these limitations, we have developed the XPEventCore ontology by
extending SEM. XPEventCore explicitly addresses the representation of explainable
events incorporating the 5W1H characteristics. It also integrates other ontologies, includ-
ing the FARO ontology, known for its rich set of relations. New classes and properties
have been introduced within XPEventCore.As shown in Figure 2, to represent events,
we have mitigated the limitation of SEM by creating XPEventCore:Event as a sub-
class of both sem:Event and FARO:Event that provides a rich set of relations between
events. Other key classes of XPEventCore are reused from SEM, such as sem:Actor

representing active/passive entities participating in the event, sem:Place representing
the location, and sem:Time representing the time. We have also introduced new ob-
ject properties as subproperties of sem:eventProperty to represent Why and How
by XPEventCore:caused by, and XPEventCore:how it occursrespectively. Events
are connected to entities, places, time, cause, and method through the object prop-
erties sem:hasActor, sem:hasPlace, sem:hasTime, XPEventCore:caused by and
XPEventCore:how it occur respectively. Figure 3 illustrates the example of XPEvent-
Core with 5W1H. In this example, we cannot use FARO:causes because, according to
the definition provided by FARO, FARO:causes can connect an event with its effect,
but not with another (caused) event. Generally, “Why” constituent is the most difficult to
obtain among other constituents since human resources need to be significantly involved
[25]. Two meaningful relationships (i.e., the content reference relationship and the de-
pendence relationship) among events can provide information about the Why dimension
[25].
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Figure 3. Representation of Example through XPEventCore to represent 5W1H.

3.1.2. Adaptation and Population of XPEventCore Ontology to Specific Use case

To effectively employ XPEventCore for a specific purpose, the primary step is to iden-
tify the event and its pertinent features in a comprehensive manner. If the established
criteria are not entirely satisfied, it may be necessary to generate new classes and ob-
ject properties to depict the event accurately. Subsequently, the EKG should be popu-
lated by systematically integrating the identified event and its relevant characteristics into
the customized XPEventCore infrastructure. Figure 4 illustrates the steps for adapting
XPEventCore to a specific use case and all of these steps are explained below:

Figure 4. Adaptation steps

1. Identification of event and its characteristics: We start by defining what are the
essential characteristics of an event (What, Who, Where, When, and How values)
for a given use case and how to extract them from data or texts before they repre-
sentation in the EKG. It is not compulsory for the event to have all 5W1H.
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2. Customization of XPEventCore (Figure 4):First, the XPEventCore classes and
properties are mapped to the specific use case data, i.e. to event and their charac-
teristics as assessed in the use case. Second, the ontology is tailored when prede-
fined XPEventCore structures do not fully align with the use case requirements.
Third, the specialized ontology is validated through Oops. The customization of
the XPEventCore step produces two outputs: a specialized ontology and mappings.

3. Population of Event Knowledge Graph (EKG) (Figure 5): First, we pre-process
the data to identify events and their characteristics, using NLP techniques when
data is text. It uses mappings to create event instances and their characteristics
according to ontology, and builds the EKG.

For evaluation purposes, we have adapted the XPEventCore ontology for the MR4AP
Wikipedia dataset. The proposed ontology and EKG are available online3.

Figure 5. Pipeline for Event Knowledge Graph Population

3.2. Overview on the EvCBR approach

EvCBR [24] is a case-based reasoning model. It predicts the properties of new subse-
quent events based on similar cause-effect events present in the KG. EvCBR makes path-
based predictions without training by identifying similar occurrences using statistical
measurements like entity similarity, case head similarity, case tail similarity and case se-
lection. Generally, this task is a 2-hop Link Prediction (LP) task as illustrated in Figure
6: the first hop is a causal relation connecting a cause event to a new effect event, and the
second hop is a property of the new effect event that is desired to be predicted. We apply
this approach to other relations, such as temporal and purpose relations. Section 4 shows
how the approach performs on such relations and gives an overview on the main steps.
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Figure 6. Problem statement

3.2.1. Problem Statement

Figure 6 illustrates the problem statement. The primary objective of the case-based rea-
soning approach is to predict properties of unseen events connected through causal/ tem-
poral/ purpose relations. This task is represented as a query triple (E1,r,E2) where E1
and E2 are the events and r could be causal (has cause)/ temporal/ purpose relation. The
objective is to predict the properties of E2 in the form of (E2,E2r,?a). The assumption
is that E1 ∈ E while E2 ̸∈ E.

3.2.2. Methodology

The case-based reasoning approach is the one presented in [24] adapted to event con-
cepts with their relations and 5W1H properties. We have proposed a generalisation of
the approach in order to apply it to predict any relation (causal/ temporal/ purpose). The
process has three steps illustrated in Figure 7: Finding similar event cases according to
the selected relation, finding and applying a prediction path, and refining the prediction.
It starts from a new causal event, say Valoir, then proceeds to predict actors and places
of a new unseen event, say Soutien as depicted in Figure 7.

1. Finding similar causal/temporal/purpose event cases: For a given input event
for which we want to make predictions, first, retrieve cases of E1−E2 event pairs
in EKG that are similar to the new input event. Then, cases are selected based on
the similarity of their E1 to the new query event as well as the similarity of their
E2 properties to the properties of our new unseen E2 event for which we want to
do the predictions. The similarity of individual entities in EKG is computed based
on outgoing connection. For case similarity, a measure of importance has been
computed for each relation based on how common the relation is; it gives more
weight to rarer relations or entities when selecting which cases to retrieve [24].

2. Retrieving and applying prediction paths: This process is an important step in
making predictions based on EKG data. Firstly, similar events are retrieved from
the EKG. Then a useful path to make predictions is searched through the EKG.
For each retrieved case with event pairs E1 and E2, the objective is to find in the
EKG a prediction path of relations that can be followed from the E1 entity to the
E2 properties. The confidence of each prediction path is then scored, with higher
confidence being assigned to the path that leads to the correct entity in a majority
of the retrieved cases [24]. The score is calculated based on the precision of fol-
lowing the paths in similar E1−E2 event pairs. An aggregated prediction score
for each property of the E2 event is computed using the confidence scores. This

3https://github.com/rpiryani/xpEventCore

https://github.com/rpiryani/xpEventCore
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Figure 7. Example of Case-based reasoning approach

path-based prediction method allows EvCBR to provide more explainability than
many embedding-based models [24]. Once the prediction path has been learned,
starting from the query event, the path can be followed to make predictions about
the unseen E2 event properties.

3. Refining prediction: The last step is to refine prediction results. The intuition be-
hind this is that if EvCBR predictions about the E2 event are correct, then we
should be able to follow the procedure in the reverse direction to accurately predict
the input E1 event’s properties starting from the E2 event. This step in reverse di-
rection gives a way to ground the confidence of predictions in terms of the ground
truth properties of the input E1 event.

4. Experiments

To evaluate the added value of considering 5W1H attributes of an event represented with
our ontology, we have considered two EKGs, presented in section 4.1. We then assessed
the interest of the attributes by carrying out various evaluations in section 4.2.

4.1. Considered datasets

For our experimental purpose, we used considered two EKGs constructed for the
MR4AP Wikipedia dataset [44] and Wikidata Causal Event dataset[24]. The MR4AP
dataset and Wikidata Causal Event dataset are different from each other; one represents
the events identified in sentences using Emvista MR4AP technology, whereas the other
one is curated from Wikidata and Wikipedia.
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Table 2. MR4AP EKG Description

Without Reasoning

S. No. Name of
Relation

No. of Pairs No. of triples No. of pairs
selected

randomly for
evaluation

No. of two
hops to
evaluate

1 Causal 588 With Event
Pairs: 86,693

(Overall:
157,905)

100 364

2 Temporal 1625 86,693 100 324

3 Purpose 790 86,993 100 355

With Reasoning

1 Causal 814 With Event
Pairs: 21,3926

(Overall:
299,310)

100 900

2 Temporal 1625 213,926 100 647

3 Purpose 790 213,926 100 823

MR4AP dataset The MR4AP dataset was constructed by the company Emvista using
its meaning representation formalism (MR4AP) [44]. MR4AP employs a subset of Verb-
Net roles to which some labels are added to identify temporal, spatial, discourse, and
coreference relations. We populated the EKG from the MR4AP Wikipedia dataset us-
ing Event ontology and the process described in Section 3.1.2. Then, we constructed the
dataset for adapted EvCBR evaluation from this EKG. As adapted EvCBR is a 2-hop
LP task for properties of unseen entities, the test dataset has been split based on entities
rather than individual triples. The dataset has been split into training triples, validation
connection, validation triples, test connection and test triples. In the dataset, any entity
contained in the training triples as part of the training set, while head entities of triples
in the test validation triples are part of the test and validation sets, respectively. The test
connection denotes relations from an entity in the training set to an entity in the test set.
The test triples then indicate outgoing triples from an entity in the test set to one in the
training set. For causal, from E1−E2 event pairs, we randomly selected 100 E2 events
connected through has cause relation with E1 events to serve as the test set. Similarly,
we repeated the process for temporal and purpose relations.

Wikidata Causal Event dataset It was curated using Wikidata and Wikipedia. This
dataset has been used for the evaluation of EvCBR [24]. It has 758,857 triples and 1,953
pairs of events, encompassing 157 unique event classes. These triples connect 284 unique
“cause” events to 311 unique “effect” events. From a set of cause-effect event pairs, we
randomly select 100 effect events to serve as the test set.

4.2. Results and Discussion

We apply adapted EvCBR to rank predictions for each tail entity in the test set of 2-hop
connections and report the man reciprocal rank (MRR) and Hits@K metrics. We eval-
uate adapted EvCBR in various ways, such as the impact of using reasoner on adapted
EvCBR on a causal relation dataset. Similarly, we investigate the adapted EvCBR on
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Table 3. EvCBR Results on MR4AP Causal Event Dataset

Without Reasoning

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.4264 0.3709 0.5192 0.5275

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.3883 0.3242 0.489 0.5027

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.4236 0.3626 0.5192 0.5302

With Reasoning

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.6653 0.6278 0.7689 0.8022

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.5948 0.5433 0.7067 0.7289

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.6617 0.6167 0.7756 0.8044

temporal and purpose relations. The EvCBRbase model performs step 1 and step 2 pre-
sented in section 3.2.2, EvCBRre f inedResult model steps 1 and 3 and EvCBRbase+re f res
model performs all 3 steps.

4.2.1. Eval1: impact of using a reasoner

First we evaluated the impact of exploiting the ontology axioms (such as has consequence
is the inverse of has cause) to enrich the KG with new inferred triples thanks to a rea-
soner4. In the MR4AP EKG, 127,233 triplets are inferred. Table 2 provides the detailed
information about the dataset. Table 3 shows the evaluation results of three different
EvCBR models on MR4AP Causal Event dataset with and without reasoning.

Overall, the results show that the EvCBRbase model performed the best with rea-
soning, while the EvCBRre f inedResult model performed the worst. The combination of the
two models in EvCBRbase+re f res improved the performance slightly. The introduction of
reasoning improved the performance of all models across all metrics thanks to the infer-
ence of rdf:type relations. In the majority of cases, the range of these relations falls
between 1 to 20, sometimes under 50, which boosts EvCBR performance.

4.2.2. Eval2: EventCBR on other relations (temporal and purpose)

We have evaluated the impact of reasoning on other relations. Table 4 show the per-
formance of the EvCBR model on two datasets - MR4AP Purpose Event and Tempo-
ral Event. In the Purpose Event dataset, the model’s performance improved significantly
when reasoning was applied, as indicated by the increase in MRR and H@1 scores. The
EvCBRbase model had the highest MRR and H@1 scores among all the models. In the
Temporal Event dataset, the model performance also improved with reasoning, but the
improvement was not as significant as in the Purpose Event dataset. The EvCBRbase
model had the highest MRR score, while the EvCBRbase and EvCBRbase + ref res models
had the highest H@1 score. Overall, the results suggest that the EvCBR model can ben-
efit from reasoning, particularly in the Purpose Event dataset. However, further analysis
and experimentation may be necessary to understand the model limitations and to sug-
gest improvements in the prediction algorithm: identifying which axioms generate noise
and which ones generate relevant new triples. For example, some inferred rdf:type

relations are redundant and relevant to find good properties.

4We used the RDFS-Plus (optimised) reasoner available on graphDB, the triplestore we have chosen
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Table 4. EvCBR Results on MR4AP Purpose and temporal Event Datasets

MR4AP Purpose Event Dataset

Without Reasoning With Reasoning
Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100 MRR H@1 H@10 H@100

EvCBRbase 0.4867 0.4403 0.5682 0.5881 0.7226 0.6961 0.7819 0.8076

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.4679 0.4176 0.5597 0.5739 0.6932 0.6495 0.7659 0.7782

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.4852 0.4375 0.5682 0.5852 0.7214 0.6887 0.7831 0.8076
MR4AP Temporal Event Dataset

Without Reasoning With Reasoning
Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100 MRR H@1 H@10 H@100

EvCBRbase 0.3394 0.3333 0.3519 0.3611 0.6609 0.6528 0.6768 0.6864
EvCBRrefinedResult 0.3274 0.3179 0.3395 0.3457 0.6576 0.6544 0.664 0.6704

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.3398 0.3302 0.3519 0.3611 0.6609 0.6528 0.6768 0.6848

4.2.3. Evaluation 3: impact of Ws on Wikidata Causal Event Dataset

Our objective is to investigate the impact of Ws (Who, Where, and When) in the Wikidata
Causal Event dataset as it has been used to evaluate EvCBR [24]. This study requires to
identify the properties (connected to the event) in the dataset that represent the Ws. For
this, we replaced the Wikidata properties mentioned in [38] like “P17”, “P276”, “P625”,
“P131”, “P30” with Where, “P710”, “P664”, “P112” with Who and “P585”, “P580”,
“P582”, “P571”, “P576”, “P577” with When. In Table 6, this dataset is referred to as
Dataset 2, whereas Dataset 1 refers to the dataset without any replacement. In Table 6,
Dataset 2 results indicate a slight improvement in MRR and H@1. However, we replaced
only a limited number of properties with Ws in this experiment.

Prompt 1 Classification of Wikidata Properties
Property id: ...
Label: ...
Description: ...
Analyze the Property id and label using the Wikidata property description to determine the most accurate
description of its objectives from the following options:
Where: possible places.
When: specific time.
Who: active/passive entities.
Why: possible reason of cause.
How: method by which an action was performed.
E: None of the above.
F: Not sure.
Mention only the selected option in one word

Therefore, to classify additional Wikidata properties in Ws, we used the chatGPT
model. We collected all Wikidata properties metadata information from Wikidata end-
point5 using SPARQL and classified the properties into Ws using the GPT-3.5-turbo
model with the provided Prompt 1. Table 5 presents the resulting Wikidata properties
classification statistics. The majority of properties are classified as option E (around

5https://query.wikidata.org/sparql (retrieved on March 05, 2023)

https://query.wikidata.org/sparql
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Table 5. Wikidata properties classification statistics using chatgpt

Categories No. of properties classified Matched with Wikidata
Causal Event Dataset

Who 2264 1125

Where 3339 1695

When 318 183

Why 118 82

How 339 152

E: None of the above 5331 2736

F: Not sure 8 4

Total 11717 5977

Table 6. EvCBR Results on Wikidata Causal Events Dataset

Dataset 1: Wikidata Causal Events dataset

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.2019 0.1239 0.3337 0.5202

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.2068 0.1460 0.3166 0.4982

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.2080 0.1362 0.3264 0.5252
Dataset 2: Wikidata Causal Events dataset replacing some relation with who, where, when

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.2023 0.1397 0.3118 0.4838

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.2134 0.1708 0.2962 0.4554

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.2084 0.1522 0.3118 0.4851

Dataset 3: Results related to replacing some relation with frequent W’s

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.1973 0.1153 0.3362 0.5117

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.2008 0.1411 0.3031 0.4785

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.2028 0.1276 0.3252 0.5129

45.49%), Where (around 28.49%) and Who (around 19.32%) followed by How (around
2.89%), When (around 2.71%), Why (around 1.0%) and F (around 0.06%).

Next, we selected the 50 most frequent Wikidata properties from the Wikidata
Causal Event dataset and associated labels from chatbot classification, then performed
the manual annotations. Out of 50, 20 are classified as Where, 10 as Who, followed
by 4 as When, 0 as Why, and 0 as How. Then, we replaced these 34 classified proper-
ties with ontological properties: sem:hasPlace (Where), sem:hasActor (Who), and
sem:hasTimeStamp (When) and applied the EvCBR algorithm. The results of this ex-
periment (Dataset 3 in Table 6), are more similar to the one of Dataset 1. Overall, the
EvCBRrefinedResult model performed better than the base model in all three datasets. How-
ever, combining the base and refined result models led to even better results in Dataset 1
and Dataset 3. In Dataset 2, the EvCBRrefinedResult model achieved the best results. The
reason behind the improvement in Dataset 2 and Dataset 3 is that, in some cases, the rank-
ing of properties is improved compared to that without replacement. We can conclude
that the replacement of properties can have a positive impact on the modeling process,
and further exploration of this methodology may lead to even more favorable outcomes.
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Table 7. EvCBR Results on Wikidata and MR4AP Causal Events Dataset

Dataset: Wikidata Causal Events dataset

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.2019 0.1239 0.3337 0.5202

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.2068 0.1460 0.3166 0.4982

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.2080 0.1362 0.3264 0.5252

Dataset: MR4AP Causal Events dataset

Model MRR H@1 H@10 H@100
EvCBRbase 0.4264 0.3709 0.5192 0.5275

EvCBRrefinedResult 0.3883 0.3242 0.489 0.5027

EvCBRbase + ref res 0.4236 0.3626 0.5192 0.5302

4.2.4. Eval4: comparing of EventCBR on two different graphs with all the Ws

The table 7 shows the comparison of the performance of three different versions of the
EvCBR model on two different datasets: Wikidata Causal Events dataset and MR4AP
Causal Events dataset. The findings suggest that the EvCBR model exhibits superior per-
formance on the MR4AP dataset than on the Wikidata dataset. Additionally, the com-
bination algorithm EvCBRbase +ref Res surpasses the other two models. These outcomes
showcase the potential of the EvCBR model in data analysis and its adaptability to en-
hance performance in diverse scenarios.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the XPEventCore ontology to represent an event with 5W1H
characteristics and used it to populate EKGs. XPEventCore integrates multiple exist-
ing event ontologies (SEM and FARO) and introduces new object properties represent-
ing “cause” and “method” to answer “Why” and “How” questions respectively. The
XPEventCore ontology provides a structured and adaptable foundation for capturing the
essential facets of an event and can be adapted to any domain. We further used EvCBR, a
case-based reasoning approach, to enrich an EKG built using XPEventCore. We adapted
it in various ways. Our analysis of the adapted EvCBR on a dataset created from our
EKG revealed that reasoning significantly improved its performance, and that the base
EvCBR outperformed the other variants with reasoning approaches. We also evaluated
the adapted EvCBR methodology on a dataset that included other types of relationships
between events, like causal, temporal, and purpose. The results showed that the perfor-
mance of EvCBR varied depending on the type of relation being considered. Specifically,
the performance of EvCBR was significantly better for causal relations compared to tem-
poral and purpose relations. Further, we investigated the impact of each W (Who, Where,
and When) on the performance of EvCBR on the Wikipedia Causal Event dataset. In
the future, the primary objective is to expand the size of the dataset and investigate the
effectiveness of generative neural networks (GNNs), embeddings, and large language
models in enhancing an Event Knowledge Graph. This would enable us to develop more
efficient and effective approaches to our work, thus elevating the quality of our research
outcomes.
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